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As a scientist I realize the value of controlling the training and nutritional environment.  In fact, when 

designing a study I spend hours on end contemplating how to isolate the effects of a treatment on a 

specific outcome (e.g. the effects of eating essential amino acids pre workout on muscle growth).  My 

specialty concerns the effects of whole proteins? their building blocks the amino acids, and certain 

molecules that amino acids are converted to (e.g. HMB) on muscle tissue growth (Wilson D Wilson, 2006).  

This approach has many advantages as it allows me to make sound predictions as to whether an individual 

will ultimately gain muscle or lose it during a given training and dietary program.  From this perspective I 

am here today to talk to you about one of the most critical and yet painfully simplistic predictive equations 

known concerning muscle growth! 

 

Equation 1.0  Muscle Protein Balance  O Protein Synthesis (the building of muscle) ! Protein 

Degradation (the breakdown of muscle ) 

 

In short the equation is centered on Muscle Protein balance.  When you are building more proteins 

"protein synthesis. than you are breakin3 down "protein de3radation. you are in a ‘positi7e ‘ protein 

balance: meanin3 ultimately you are ‘3ainin3 muscle < si=e>’  @hat does this all mean!B  Ct means that you 

can increase muscle by using training and dietary techniques that either (A) increase protein synthesis or 

(B) lower protein breakdown.  Rltimately interventions which combine anabolic (protein synthesis) and 

anticatabolic ( anti-protein breakdown) techniques will have the most success.  We begin our discussion 

with nutrition critical for stimulating protein synthesis: 
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There are numerous factors when eating which stimulate protein synthesis.  In fact they are probably too 

many to count.  The real question is, what should you, the athlete focus his or her attention on.  It turns 

out that science indicates that over 80 V of protein synthesis in eating occurs through proteins contained 

in the meal (Rennie et al., 2002).  What is really interesting though is that through numerous experiments 

the scientific community has been able to isolate exactly what critical part of the protein is responsible for 

protein synthesis.  In short, there are 20 amino acids, but Y of these amino acids your body cannot make.  

Dence we call them “essential amino acids>”  @hat is fascinatin3 is that it is only the Y essential amino 

acids which stimulate muscle growth.  This means that an athlete will want to supplement their diet with 

these valuable nutrients, particularly pre workout.  I say pre workout because exercise increases blood 

flow to muscle tissue.  If that blood is chalk full of essential amino acids they will be delivered to muscle 

tissue at a much greater rate.  The optimal combination of Essential amino acids can be found in 

Hhampion Iutrition’s Jssential Kmino Kcid product “Kmino Lhooter”>   

Aside from post exercise, athletes will want to raise protein synthesis frequently throughout the day.  

What we currently know is that after you eat, amino acids peak in the blood at about 30-60 minutes after, 

and raise protein synthesis for approximately 2-3 hours (Wilson D Wilson, 2006).  After this the individual 

will lower protein synthesis.  Therefore athletes are advised to consume a high quality protein source or 
essential amino acid supplement at least every 2-3 hours daily. 
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While amino acids are critical in protein synthesis, they are not the main nutrients responsible for directly 

inhibiting the breakdown of proteins.  Instead, the hormone insulin is ([oopman et al.2005).  When you 

eat carbohydrates they are digested in the stomach and small intestine to individual sugar molecules 

known as 3lucose or in layman’s terms “blood su3ar>”  Misin3 le7els of blood 3lucose tri33er an or3an 

known as the pancreas to release insulin, which then signals muscle tissue to take in both glucose and 

amino acids.  On top of this, insulin also signals the muscle to stop breaking down proteins!  For this 

reason, protein shake formulations would benefit from adding at least a small amount of carbohydrates to 

their mixture in order to not only stimulate protein synthesis, but also stop the breakdown of muscle 

tissue.  Based on this science, Champion Nutrition is going to be releasing a new product called pure whey 

FRSION, comprised of 20 grams of essential amino acid rich whey protein and 10 grams of slow digesting 
sustainable carbohydrates.  A sample meal plan may be as follows 
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,#5/(E ! 6:00 in the morning Oatmeal 

and Egg Whites 

Stop the breakdown of proteins after 

fasting and restimulate protein synthesis 

`:00 !  Essential Amino Acid Shooter, 

and glutamine.  `:30 Begin workout 

Raise EAA levels right before the increase 

in blood flow of exercise 

,#5/(F - Post Workout Nutrition - 2 

servings of PRRE whey Fusion  

To increase positive protein balance and 

replenish energy stores.   

,#5/(G ! 11:30 - Normal Meal !  Turkey 

Sandwich  
 

Whole food source of protein for a more 

sustained release of amino acids and 
energy 

,#5/(H ! 2:00 to 2:30 ! PRRE whey 

Fusion  

Sustain positive protein balance 

,#5/(I ! 4:30 ! Mixed protein sources 

from various meats  

Meal 2 rationale 

Supplement ! 6:00 ! Essential amino 

acids and glutamine to maintain protein 

synthesis.  

A caloric efficient way to maintain protein 
balance 

,#5/(J - 8:00 ! Brown Rice, and lean 

chicken 

Meal 2 rationale 

,#5/(K - 10:30 ! Cottage cheese, 

broccoli, glutamine ! Lower overnight 
protein degradation 

Cottage cheese is slowly digested and 

thus 

will sustain an individual for longer into 
the night 

 

Tilting the protein balance scale in favor of muscle growth is perhaps the most critical factor for resistance 

trained athletes.  With a clear understanding of these principles you virtually guarantee optimized growth! 
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